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ABSTRACT: The nature of charge carriers in conjugated
polymers was elucidated through optical spectroscopy following
single- and multielectron reduction of 2,7-(9,9-dihexylfluorene)
oligomers, Fn, n = 1−10, yielding spectra with the two bands
typical of polarons upon single reduction. For short oligomers
addition of a second electron gave a single band demonstrating
the classic polaron−bipolaron transition. However, for long
oligomers double reductions yielded spectra with two bands,
better described as two polarons, possibly residing side-by-side in
the Fn chains. The singly reduced anions do not appear to delocalize over the entire length of the longer conjugated systems;
instead they are polarons occupying approximately four fluorene repeat units. The polarons of F3 and F4 display sharp absorption
bands, but for longer oligomers the bands broaden, possibly due to fluctuations of the lengths of these unconfined polarons. DFT
calculations with long-range-corrected functionals were fully consistent with the experiments describing polarons in anions,
bipolarons in dianions of short oligomers, and side-by-side polarons in dianions of long oligomers, while results from standard
functionals were not compatible with the experimental results. The computations found F10

2−, for example, to be an open-shell
singlet (⟨S2⟩ ≈ 1), with electrons in two side-by-side orbitals, while dianions of shorter oligomers experienced a gradual transition
to bipolarons with states of intermediate character at intermediate lengths. The energies and extinction coefficients of each
anionic species were measured by ultraviolet−visible−near-infrared absorption spectroscopy with chemical reduction and pulse
radiolysis. Reduction potentials determined from equilibria mirrored oxidation potentials reported by Chi and Wegner. Anions of
oligomers four or more units in length contained vestigial neutral (VN) absorption bands that arise from neutral parts of the
chain. Energies of the VN bands correspond to those of oligomers shorter by four units.

■ INTRODUCTION
Chemists have a long and ongoing quest to understand the
nature of charge distribution, delocalization, and charge carriers
in molecules. The horizons for delocalization broadened with
the advent of conjugated polymers, recognized by the award of
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000.1 In these molecules the
concept of a bare charge carrier does not fully account for
experimental observations. Instead, charges and excitons in
conjugated molecules are thought to form polarons:
quasiparticles composed of charges and their accompanying
polarization field. Polarons are the essential charge carriers in
solar cells, sensors, and electronic devices, and their natures
have impact on charge separation as well as transport.
Experiments2−17 and theory13,17−22 on oligomers of definite
lengths yield rich information about what polarons are like for
both charges and excitons. To understand how these species
participate in electron-transfer reactions, (both charge separa-
tion and recombination) and how they move within and
between polymer chains, there remains a need for a deeper
understanding of the nature of polarons. Experiments and

theory described below seek answers to questions such as: (1)
What are the delocalization lengths of electrons and singlet
excitons? (2) When two electrons are introduced into an
oligomer, how do they coexist in Fn chains of varied lengths?
(3) What are the natures of the visible, NIR, and “neutral”
absorption bands? (4) What are the energies (redox potentials)
to inject electrons? (5) How well do computational methods
describe the behaviors of the polarons, bipolarons, and related
species? A central goal is to gain a better understanding,
including a pictorial sense, of what polarons are like.
One-electron band theory predicts that single electrons or

holes in conjugated systems will form polarons having two
strong optical absorption bands, while bipolarons, two charges
occupying the same region, have one strong band.18−20

Experiments supported this paradigm, showing two bands
(referred to as P1 and P2 for polarons) as well as possible
formation of bipolarons with a single band at an energy
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between those of P1 and P2.
2−12 Molecular orbital calculations

further supported these assignments.23 In doubly reduced
conjugated polymers electron spin resonance (ESR) measure-
ments initially pointed to the dominance of bipolarons,24 while
later work implicated polarons.25 In agreement with earlier
work, van Haare and co-workers14 found that injection of one
and two positive charges gave polarons and bipolarons in 6 and
9-unit thiophene oligomers, but in a 12-unit oligomer injection
of two charges gave bands more characteristic of two polarons
residing in a single chain, a behavior that may model what
occurs in polymers. Their results established the paradigm of
two polarons in a single chain, but other processes such as
disproportionation and formation of π-dimers complicated the
data, preventing full conversion to species with two polarons/
chain.
Polyfluorenes and their copolymers find use in light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) and organic photovoltaics.26,27 Oligofluorenes
provide conduits for “wire-like” transfer of charges,28−31 and
fast transport of excitons.32,33 Electrons and holes transport
rapidly along polyfluorene chains,34−36 and high charge and
exciton mobilities are observed in their films.37−39 Polarons,
either charged or excitonic, are the carriers in nearly all of these
processes. Oligofluorenes can also produce blue lasers.40−43

The present study examines the F1−F10 oligo-2,7-(9,9-
dihexylfluorene) series (Figure 1) to understand more deeply

the phenomenon of “two polarons in a single chain.” The
results show clearly the formation of polarons, the effects of
delocalization, the formation of bipolarons in short oligomers,
and the evolution to pairs of polarons in longer ones. The
results also find this transition not to be abrupt, but to create
states having character that appears to be intermediate between
bipolarons and two side-by-side polarons. Additional informa-
tion comes from portions of the Fn chains that remain neutral.
Fratilou17 measured optical spectra and performed DFT

calculations for singly reduced or oxidized Fn, n = 1−5. The
present results to n = 10 include polarons not confined by the
length of the chain in which they are trapped. Unconfined
polarons are expected to present a particular challenge to DFT
methods, which tend to overestimate delocalization due to self-
interaction error.44−46 The experimental results described
below are therefore an excellent test of DFT methods including
recently developed long-range-corrected functionals,47−50,54 so
predictions of both standard and long-range-corrected func-
tionals are compared with the experimental results.

■ RESULTS
Absorption spectra of the neutral oligofluorenes (Fn) (Figure 2)
indicate that as length increases up to F5, the maxima of the
spectra (Emax) shift to lower energies, but from F5 to F10 Emax
changes little although the extinction coefficient increases
approximately linearly with length. A similar pattern is observed
in the fluorescence emission spectra (Figure 3). These data
follow trends observed by Jo,51 who studied lengths to F7.
Chemical Reduction with Na, NaK, and NaBip. The

oligofluorenes are reduced by sodium or similar agents, Fn + Na

→ Fn
−• + Na+. A great simplification comes from the stability

of the anions, which show no indication of losses that come
from side reactions, such as π-dimerization. Figure 4 shows
optical absorption spectra for single and double reduction of
oligomers Fn, n = 2−10. These results are principally from
titrations with sodium biphenyl (NaBip), but also utilized data
from two other methods: reduction by sodium mirrors (Na), or
reduction by sodium−potassium alloy (NaK) followed by back-
titration (see Experimental Section). Where more than one
method was employed the results were consistent. The spectra
are consistent with those reported by Fratiloiu17 for singly
reduced Fn, n = 2−5, but the present experiments obtain both
single and double reductions, a wider wavelength range
enabling more complete observation of the near-infrared
bands of longer oligomers, observation of the region of neutral
absorption and enhanced signal/noise.
For short oligomers the spectra change rapidly with length, n,

and with the number of electrons added. In most cases the

Figure 1. Structure of oligofluorenes, Fn, n = 1−10.

Figure 2. Optical absorption spectra of oligofluorenes, F1−F10 neutrals
in THF. The inset plots the extinction coefficient (ε) at the maximum
vs the number of repeat units.

Figure 3. Fluorescence emission spectra of F1−F10 neutrals.
Concentrations were 2 × 10−6 M in THF excited at 300 nm except
F1, which was excited at 265 nm. λmax in nm: F1 = 306, 317; F2 = 363,
383; F3 = 393, 415; F4 = 406, 429; F5 = 411, 435; F6 and F7 = 414,
438; F8−F10 = 415, 438. The spectra are not normalized; intensities
increase for F5−F10 due to the increase in absorption at the excitation
wavelengths in the 1 cm2 cells.
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shapes, positions and extinction coefficients of anion bands
were insensitive to the method of reduction. For anions five
units or longer the positions of the NIR P1 polaron bands were
identical within 1.5% for the NaBip titrations, the Na mirror
reductions, and NaK reductions. For F4

−• the Emax of the P1
band increased by 0.037 eV (6% of E max) when formed by NaK
reduction, probably due to ion pairing with K+. The visible P2
band shifted blue by only 0.4%. A corollary of the observations
is that F4

−• is ion-paired, at least with K+, but F5
−• and anions

of longer oligomers are either free ions or their spectra are
insensitive to ion-pairing. This conclusion is further supported
by the absence of spectral shifts during reduction of the longer
oligomers. Dissociation constants reported by Slates and
Szwarc for Na+ paired with radical anions in THF were 0.15
and 1.15 × 10−6 M for the two-ring aryls naphthalene and
biphenyl, but increased to 1.5 and 2.3 × 10−5 M for four and
five ring compounds.52 If for F5

−• with ten rings, Kd is at least
this large, then ∼half or more of the F5

−• ions would be free of
their Na+ counterions under our conditions. Similarly addition
of the 222 cryptand in reduction of F7 with NaBip changed Emax
of the anion P1 band by <0.5%, which is within experimental
uncertainty. The −2 charge of dianions would approximately
double the free energies for ion-pairing relative to those for the
corresponding anions. Therefore if Kdiss(F5

−•,Na+) is ∼10−4
then for the dianion Kdiss(F5

−2,Na+) would be ∼10−8, leading to

the prediction that dianions will be almost completely paired
with a counterion under the present conditions. The NIR band
of F7

−2 formed by NaK reduction was shifted blue by 100 nm
relative to dianions formed by Na or NaBip reduction, showing
that the dianions are ion-paired by K+. The visible band of F7

−2

was shifted little by K+, indicating that the energy of visible
transition is not sensitive to ion-pairing..
Spectra of anions of longer oligomers have prominent

absorption bands in the region where the neutral had absorbed.
The behavior of these bands, discussed below, suggests that
they are vestiges of the neutral bands. Similar bands are seen in
the neutral region when the anions are created by reaction with
solvated electrons, which eliminates ion-pairing (Figure S3,
Supporting Information [SI]). The spectrum of F1

−• is shown
in Figure S4, SI.
Figure 5 replots the spectra of anions and dianions so they

may be compared. Figure S1 [SI] highlights the contrasting
behavior of short and long oligomers upon single and double
reduction. F3

−• and F10
−• both display classic polaron spectra,

and F3
−2 is a classic bipolaron. F10

−2 instead displays a spectrum
of side-by-side polarons. Figure S2 [SI] compares ions with the
same number of electrons per repeat unit. For several ions
resolved side-bands appear which may arise from coupling of
the transitions to molecular vibrations. Energy differences are
collected in Table S1 [SI].

Figure 4. Optical spectra of oligofluorenes, Fn, n = 2−10. Labels on some spectra indentify the Fn with one or two added electrons per Fn molecule.
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Computed and Observed Polaron Transition Energies
and Orbitals. Table 1 presents computed lowest transition
energies for oligofluorene neutrals and anions. Unrestricted
DFT was used for all calculations on anions and dianions.
Those of the anions are also plotted in Figure 6 vs oligomer
length as 1/n, in comparison with observed P1 and P2
transitions based on data in Figure 4. Experimentally, energies
of the P2 transitions are relatively insensitive to n, as noted
previously,53 changing only by 12% from n = 2−10. The
energies of the P1 transitions change by a factor of 2 over the
same length. They change rapidly with n at short lengths, but
become almost constant for n > 5. B3LYP does a good job
predicting neutral transitions, but it severely underestimates the
P1 transitions in long anions. Moreover, transitions computed

by B3LYP change almost linearly with 1/n, reflecting the almost
complete delocalization over even the longest oligomers. This
remains true when the Fn

−• anions were optimized in and the
TD calculations carried out in a PCM reaction field modeling
solvation in THF. This contrasts to the near constancy of the
observed transitions for n > 5. Overdelocalization, a result of
self-interaction error, typical of standard functionals, produces
the decreased transition energies.44 Results with the long-range-
corrected ωPBE functional54 (ω = 0.1 bohr−1) in THF better
follow the observed experimental pattern. In vacuum (no
reaction field) ωB97X-D and ωPBE (ω = 0.2 bohr−1) give
similar results, but in further contrast to B3LYP, the ωPBE
results depend strongly on ω in the reaction field. For ω = 0.2
bohr−1 in THF the polarons are more confined and the
computed transition energies almost doubled.
These results suggest that the ω value is a critical parameter

in predicting the polaron size. We have adjusted ω to reproduce
the experimental P1 transitions in the anions. While this
approach parametrizes computations to experiment, it should
nevertheless be considered a success for the range-separated
functionals that a single parameter can capture the trend in a
series of molecules. Furthermore, the same ω value (0.1
bohr−1) seems to work equally well for neutral molecules as
shown in Table 1. We are currently investigating the
transferability of this parameter to different systems.

Figure 5. Comparison of optical spectra of all (a) anions, (b) dianions,
and (c) an expanded view of low-energy spectra of anions. The spectra
are all from Figure 4. Labels indicate lengths, n.

Table 1. Calculated First Transition Energy (in eV) for Both
Neutral and Anions of Selected Oligofluorenesa

n
Fn/
expt

Fn/
B3LYP

Fn/
ωPBE

Fn
−/

expt
Fn

−/
B3LYP

Fn
−/

ωPBE

2 3.48 3.7131 3.6272 0.987 1.1736 1.0903
4 3.15 3.2372 3.2231 0.608 0.6433 0.6496
6 3.08 3.1228 3.1276 0.521 0.4249 0.5418
8 3.07 3.0781 3.0886 0.492 0.3166 0.5269
10 3.07 3.0575 3.0709 0.483 0.2545 0.5249

aTDDFT calculations were performed at the geometry optimized in
the ground state with the same functional. All calculations use the
standard basis set 6-31G* and the PCM model for solvation in THF.
For ωPBE calculations ω = 0.1 bohr−1.

Figure 6. Energies of the two principal transitions, P1 (left axis) and P2
(right axis) in Fn

−• anions vs reciprocal length. The energies of the
observed P1 transitions are compared with energies computed by
unrestricted TDDFT with B3LYP/6-31G* (in vacuum and in THF),
and ωPBE/6-31G* (ω = 0.1) in THF. Calculations in THF used the
PCM solvation model.
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The inclusion of an Na+ ion was found to increase the energy
of the computed P1 transition relative to transitions computed
in vacuum. This finding agrees with computations by
Zamoshchik and Zade on oligothiophene cations.13,55 On the
other hand because the Fn

−• anions produced here are
principally free of ion-pairing, or the spectra are not affected
(see the section on Chemical reduction, above), the most
appropriate calculations include a solvent model but not a
counterion.
Figure 7 displays orbitals for F10 anions and dianions

comparing results computed by unrestricted B3LYP with those

computed by ωPBE (ω = 0.1), both using 6-31G* and the
PCM solvation model for THF. While the B3LYP SOMO of
F10

−• is more delocalized than the observed spectra indicate,
the ωPBE/6-31G* SOMO is in good accord with the
experiments that point to a polaron length of ∼4.3 repeat
units. For the F10

−2 dianion both B3LYP and ωPBE (ω = 0.1)
functionals predict α and β HOMO’s to be side-by-side
polarons, also in agreement with experiment. B3LYP predicts
substantial overlap of the two orbitals, while ωPBE predicts
some neutral space between them, more in accord with the
observed VN band of F10

−2. More realistic calculations for F10
−2

might include one positive counterion which would reduce
Coulomb repulsion, but we have found these computations to
be challenging for dianions.
F10

2‑ in Figure 7 was computed using unrestricted
determinants while requiring the spin multiplicity to be 1. It
is an open-shell singlet with ⟨S2⟩ = 1.0633, which means the
two extra electrons occupy two separate orbitals having little
overlap. The next section describes the utility of ⟨S2⟩ in
deciding between bipolarons and side-by-side polarons. Further
evidence can be found in TDDFT spectra. The calculated first
peak for F10

2‑ is at 0.5549 eV with an oscillator strength of 3.22.
This strength is almost twice that of the P1 transition computed
for F10

−, and the transition energy differs only by 0.12 eV. This
computed result is in excellent agreement with experiment (see
Figure 4, last panel) and with the notion that F10

−2 comprises
two side-by-side polarons that perturb each other only
moderately.
Calculations on dianions of short oligomers produced results

that changed with length, n. For F1
−2 and F2

−2 the stable

solutions are true singlets with ⟨S2⟩ = 0, which means the two
extra electrons occupy the same orbital: F1

−2 and F2
−2 are

computed to be pure bipolarons. This is also seen in Figure 8

which shows that the α and β HOMOs of F2
−2 are

indistinguishable. F3
−2 with ⟨S2⟩ = 0.69 is a mixture of

bipolaron and side-by-side polaron character, as is also seen
from plots in Figure 8. F4

−2 (⟨S2⟩ ≥ 0.95) and F6
−2 (⟨S2⟩ ≥

1.01,) have almost completed the transition to separate
polarons. While F4

−2 and F6
−2 (orbitals shown in Figure 8)

appear to comprise two polarons, the two are not each 4.3 units
long, but both are compressed and partly overlap to fit into the
F4 and F6 chains. The calculations were constrained to be
singlets; triplets had higher energies. The solvation model in
these calculations make them more realistic, but they do not
include counterions, almost certainly paired with dianions in
the experiments. The counterions probably reduce Coulombic
repulsion, making bipolaron formation somewhat more
favorable.

⟨S2⟩ as a Diagnostic for Bipolarons vs Side-by-Side
Polarons. In an unrestricted calculation of the singlet state, the
spatial orbitals of α and β spins are allowed to be different in
order to lower the ground-state energy. When there is a
difference, the single determinant formed from these orbitals is
not an eigenfunction of the total spin operator S2, and we see
nonzero S2 values even for singlet states. Mathematically, the S2

value is calculated directly from the spatial overlap of spin
orbitals (eq 2.271, p 107 in ref 56). For the dianions we are
studying here, we may make a reasonable assumption that all
orbitals for α and β spins have identical spatial components
except for the HOMOs, i.e. the orbitals occupied by the two
additional electrons. If we denote the overlap integral between
these two orbitals as s, it can be shown that the S2 value is equal
to 1− s. Electron repulsion tends to push these two orbitals
toward opposite ends of a chain molecule. As the chain length
increases, these orbitals overlap less and less until they become
disjoint,57 at which point it is suggested side-by-side polarons
are formed.21,58 In this process, s decreases from 1 to 0, and S2

increases from 0 to 1. This correlation between the S2 value and

Figure 7. Orbitals computed for ions of F10 with 6-31G* and the PCM
solvation model for THF. (a) The SOMO of F10

−• computed with
uB3LYP, which delocalizes electrons over much of the oligomer. (b)
The SOMO of F10

−• computed by the long-range-corrected
unrestricted functional uωPBE (ω = 0.1), which delocalizes electrons
over ∼4.5 repeat units. (c) The partly overlapping HOMOs of spin α
and β of the open-shell singlet F10

−2 computed with uB3LYP and (d)
with ωPBE (ω = 0.1). All surfaces have the isovalue of 0.01.

Figure 8. α and β HOMOs for dianions F2
−2, F3

−2, F4
−2, and F6

−2,
computed by uωPBE/6-31G* (ω = 0.1) with PCM solvation in THF
showing the transition from principally bipolaron character in F2

−2 to
principally side-by-side polarons in F4

−2 and F6
−2. The β HOMO of

F6
−2 (not shown) is a mirror image of the α.
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the contribution of polaron pair configurations has been
observed before.21 Here we use it as an approximate but
convenient tool for describing the bipolaron to side-by-side
polarons transitions.
Determination of Redox Potentials for Oligofluorenes

(Fn, n = 1−4). Table 2 reports reduction potentials (E0/−) for
Fn (n = 1−4) and their comparison to the corresponding
potentials for cations determination by Chi and Wegner.16 Chi
did not report potentials for creation of anions, which were too
unstable to permit measurements.16 Therefore, the potentials
were measured by determination of equilibrium constants for
bimolecular electron transfer using pulse radiolysis at
Brookhaven’s Laser Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF).
Measurements were in THF containing electrolyte. The largest
drop in potential, from F1 to F2, was measured in two steps.
Figure 9 shows one of the sets of traces used to determine the

first of these steps, electron transfer from F1
−• to phenanthrene

(Phen). From Figure 9 and similar data, Keq = 700 and kfwd =
1.97 × 109 M−1 s−1 for F1

−• + Phen ⇌ F1 + Phen−•. The
reduction potential of phenanthrene provided reference to
electrochemical measurements. The methods are similar to
those described previously.36,59 The results in Table 2 confirm
the suggestion of Chi16 that the spacings between potentials for
reduction of Fn would mirror those for the corresponding
oxidations to cations.
In titrations with sodium biphenyl the growth of F2

−2

occurred simultaneously with growth of biphenyl−•, enabling

determination of the potential for reduction of F2
−• to F2

−2

from the equilibrium constant for the reaction biphenyl−• +
Fn

−•⇌ biphenyl + Fn
−2. This redox potential and the one for F3

were E0(F2
−1/−2) = −2.96 and E0(F3

−1/−2) = −2.80 vs Fc+/0.

■ DISCUSSION
The discussion will examine the results in terms of known
concepts and seek to relate phenomena such as the broadening
of spectra for long oligomers, vestigial neutral bands, redox
potentials, and computed results in an attempt to assemble a
simple, pictorial view of the natures of the charges residing in
the oligomers. For the spectra presented in the Results section
it will be advantageous to make comparisons not easily done in
Figure 4; thus, graphs of the spectra will be assembled in
different ways in Supporting Information, and in one case in
this Discussion.

Spectra of Fn Neutrals: Excitonic Polarons. The optical
absorption spectra of the neutral oligofluorenes change rapidly
with length for small n, and more slowly at large n, but a
spectral shift is still noticeable between F9 and F10. The findings
and interpretations are fully compatible with those of Chi, Im
and Wegner,15 who examined fluorene oligomers up to seven
units. The fluorescence spectra behave differently. Like the
absorption spectra they change rapidly from F1 through F4, but
the spectra in Figure 3, like those of Chi,15 are almost
indistinguishable from n = 5−10. This suggests that the exciton
is delocalized over five monomer units, but does not spread
further. The different length-dependence of absorption and
fluorescence can be understood on the basis of the effects of
geometrical relaxation of excited states in conjugated systems
discussed by Jansson.22 The energies of absorption transitions
depend on both the ground- and excited-state wave functions.
The gradual shifts of absorption spectra for n ≥ 5 can be
understood in terms of unrelaxed, Franck−Condon excited-
state wave functions formed vertically in the transition, which
may have lengths up to 10 or more units. The fluorescence
involves the relaxed exciton, which we conclude has a length of
5 units.

Polaron Delocalization Lengths in Anions. The maxima
of the P1 and to a lesser extent those of the P2 transitions of
anions in Figure 6 change rapidly with oligomer length, n, for n
= 2−4, as do the shapes of the spectra of anions in Figure 4.
The changes are modest for n = 4−7, and change little for n =
7−10. This evolution of oligomer spectra is consistent with the
conclusion by Takeda59 that electrons injected into polyfluor-

Table 2. Reduction Potentials E0/− vs Fc+/0 for Oligofluorenes, Keq and kfwd with Comparisons to the Corresponding Potentials
for Oxidation

reaction kfwd (10
9 M−1 s−1) [A]a Keq

b E0(Fn)
0/‑c ΔE0/− mVe E0(Fn)

+/0d ΔE0+/0 mVe,f ΔE0
n mV vs F7

g

F1 F1
−• + Phen 2.0 0.2−20 700 −3.084 −290 (1.17)f 483

F2 Phen−• + F2 0.79 0.033−1.67 129.5 −2.793 −113 0.88 110 187
F3 F2

−• + F3 2.1 0.025−0.13 86.4 −2.680 −50 0.77 40 75
F4 F3

−• + F4 1.4 0.025−0.13 7.13 −2.630 0.73 50 30
aConcentration range of the acceptor, Phen, F2, F3, and F4; concentration of the donor, F1, Phen, F2, and F3 were 100 mM, 10 mM, 5 mM, and 0.5
mM, respectively. bEquilibrium constant for the reaction (uncertainty ±15%) was determined from five kinetic traces with different concentrations
of acceptor. cRedox potentials (V vs Fc) from charge-transfer equilibrium constants with phenanthrene using E0(Phen0/−) = −2.917 V vs Fc+/0 from
E0/− for anthracene60 vs Fc+/0 and the difference between reduction potentials for anthracene and phenanthrene.61 dPotentials for oxidation of
oligofluorenes from Chi and Wegner16 vs Fc+/0. For n = 5, 6, and 7 their potentials were 0.68, 0.70, and 0.70, respectively. eDifference between E0

and that for the next longer oligomer (mV). fEstimated from the potential16 for F2 and the difference, determined here, between potentials for
reduction of F2 and F1, relying on the assumption that potentials for oxidation and reduction mirror each other.

gDifference in the potential E0(Fn)
+/0

or −E0(Fn)0/− relative to the potential16 for a long chain, n = 7, a length at which polarons should not be confined by the length of the chain. These
differences, which are similar for anions and cations, will be interpreted as polaron compression energies (see Discussion). The compression energy
is nearly constant (−20, 0, 0 meV) for n = 5−7 based on Chi’s results (see ref 16 or footnote d of this table).

Figure 9. Kinetic traces at the 650 nm λmax of F1
−• from pulse

radiolysis of (top to bottom) 100 mM F1, 100 mM F1 + 0.8 mM
phenanthrene (Phen), and 48 mM Phen solutions in THF all
containing 10 mM NaBPh4.
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enes delocalize over ndeloc = 4.5 ± 0.5 repeat units. Pertinent
features of the data are the following: (1) The large shifts in the
absorption spectra for Fn anions, n = 2−4 demand a
delocalization length >3 repeat units. The spectra are invariant
within experimental uncertainty for n = 7−10, so ndeloc≤ 7. (2)
For n = 4−7 modest changes are seen in the peak energies of
the P1 bands and in their (extrapolated) onsets. These changes
could be interpreted to indicate that the polaron spreads over
more than 4.5 units. However, as with the neutral molecules,22

absorption spectra of anions reflect the differences between
their relaxed ground states and unrelaxed excited states. The
observed changes could reflect solely differences in the spread
of the unrelaxed excited states, so they are not decisive in
determining delocalization lengths. (3) The absorption spectra
show sharp bands with resolved vibrational structure for n = 2−
3 that are broader for n = 4 and that reach a larger, constant
width for n = 5−10. A possible reason for this broadening is
discussed below. The constant width, as well as position, for n
≥ 5 thus implies that the length of the polaron becomes
constant for n ≥ 5. (4) Redox potentials (Table 2) solely
depend on properties of the ground state. The potential
changes by 290 mV from F1 to F2, 113 mV from F2 to F3, and
only 50 mV from F3 to F4. The small stabilization of 50 meV of
F4

−• relative to F3
−•, only twice kT at room temperature, is

close to values that might be expected from entropic
stabilization if the polaron does not fill the full length of the
oligomer. We therefore conclude that the redox potentials
imply that ndeloc≥ 4. Where observable, the splittings (Table S1
[SI]) of peaks, possibly due to vibrations, decrease for P2 bands
of anions, and become approximately constant n ≥ 4. The
results from spectral positions and widths and redox potentials,
taken together, thus lead to 4 ≤ ndeloc≤ 5, in accord with the
earlier report of Takeda59 that ndeloc = 4.5 ± 0.5. Information
from “vestigial neutral” bands, discussed below, will favor the
lower part of this range, ndeloc = 4.3 ± 0.5.
Transitions in Dianions. Spectra of dianions display the P1

and P2−like structure of (side-by-side) polarons for lengths
longer than ∼7 repeat units. But the NIR band develops over a
range of lengths and still changes from F9

−2 to F10
−2, at which

point the spectrum closely resembles two separate polarons as
noted in Figure S1 (SI). This is consistent with the idea that
two side-by-side polarons require ∼twice the 4.3 unit
delocalization length of polarons. The structure of side-by-
side polarons in e.g. F10

−2 is not known, but a candidate is

described by the computed orbitals in Figure 8, the pairs of
polarons separated by a neutral space.

Redox Potentials and Polaron Compression. The redox
potentials of Chi and Wegner16 and those determined here
have a nearly identical dependence on oligomer length, n. This
length dependence, shown in Table 2 as ΔE0

n can be
interpreted in a simple way. We propose that ΔE0

n provides
an approximate estimate for the energy required to compress a
polaron to length n. This “polaron compression energy” is 30
meV, just barely larger than kT, for F4, and rises to 483 meV for
F1. It is close to zero for n > 4 (see Table 2 and its footnotes).
One of the uses of ΔE0n is to estimate the minimum energy for
formation of side-by-side polarons. For example the energy of a
side-by-side in F6

−2 would require at least 2ΔE0
3 = 150 meV;

additional contributions arise from other sources such as
Coulombic repulsion and differences in solvation energies. The
“compression” contribution, 2ΔE0

n/2, is 966, 374, 150, and 60
meV respectively in F2

−2, F4
−2, F6

−2, and F8
−2. These estimated

energy contributions to formation of side-by-side polarons are
larger than the differences between first and second redox
potentials reported here for F2, or the corresponding
differences for cations.16 Doubly charged short oligomers are
therefore predicted to be bipolarons, while longer ones are
likely to form side-by-side polarons in agreement with the
spectra in Figure 4.

Disproportionation of Anions. Upon formation of a
radical anion the spectrum due to the neutral is normally
completely eliminated.62 In Figure 4 the band of F2 neutral is
completely absent, within experimental uncertainty, in the
spectra of F2

−•, when the electrons added per molecule, m, is
1.0. For F3 at m = 1.0, ∼3% of the neutral remains and ∼3% is
converted to dianion; a total of 6 ± 2% of F3

−• ions have
converted to neutrals and dianions in a disproportionation
equilibrium:

⇌ +−• −2F F Fn n n
2

(1)

Δ ° = −− − −G E E(F ) (F )n ndisp
0 1/ 2 0 0/ 1

(2)

In anions of longer oligomers total disproportionation was
larger: 12 ± 4% in F4

−•, 15 ± 5% in F5
−•, and 20 ± 5% in F6

−•,
yielding Kdisp = 6, 9, and 13 × 10−3, respectively. Equation 2,
written particularly for disproportionation of anions, applies for
other redox states including oxidation. It may be used to
estimate disproportionation of Fn

+• cations, dications, or
trications from the redox potentials of Chi and Wegner.16

Figure 10. Simplified picture of charges in F8. (a) A single electron as a polaron occupying four repeat units, (b) a bipolaron in which two charges
occupy the same region, (c) two side-by-side polarons, (d) fluctuations in the length of a polaron, possibly due to fluctuations of dihedrals (see
below).
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Their potentials lead to disproportionation of 0.03% (F2
+•),

0.2% (F3
+•), 1.4% (F4

+•), 4% (F5
+•), 8% (F6

+•), and 16%
(F7

+•). Compared to Fn
−• anions reported here, the degree of

disproportionation of Fn
+• cations is less by a factor of ∼2 but

follows a similar dependence on oligomer length. The redox
potentials of Chi and Wegner16 predict that di- and trications
will also disproportionate to an extent slightly smaller than for
monocations. In the present results ∼20% disproportionation
was noticeable for trianions of F5 and F6, but it was not evident
in other cases, often because spectra were not sufficiently
distinct. For anions of F7−F10 disproportionation was almost
certainly present, but the amount could only be roughly
estimated to be ∼30% because large “vestigial” neutral bands
discussed below interfered with its determination.
Vestigial Neutral Bands Remaining in Anions. At m =

1.0 electrons per molecule the spectra of F4
−•−F10−• in Figure

4 contain absorption bands resembling the absorption bands of
the neutrals. Here we consider the interpretation, depicted in
Figure 10, that these bands are due to absorption by neutral
segments of the Fn

−• molecules. For example in F8
−• if the

negative polaron occupies 4.3 fluorene units, then 3.7 units
remain neutral and might be expected to exhibit absorption
similar to a neutral oligofluorene of that length.
From the spectra in Figure 4 one can see that these “vestigial

neutral” (VN) bands in Fn
−• anions are shifted to higher energy

and have reduced intensity compared to the spectra of the
completely neutral Fn molecules of the same length. Figure 11

compares the peak energies, Emax, and extinction coefficients at
the peaks, εmax, for VN bands of Fn

−• with those of the neutral
molecules, Fn. The plots of Emax and εmax of the VN bands are
parallel to those of neutral bands for n ≥ 3 but shifted by Δn =
−4.0 ± 0.5 and −3.4 ± 0.3 units, as illustrated by the dashed
curves. The shapes of the VN bands are also similar, although
not identical to those of shorter neutrals. The VN band of
F10

−•, for example, is similar to the neutral spectra of F5 or F6. A
plausible interpretation of these results is that the VN bands are
transitions of neutral portions of the oligomeric chains, but
shorter because they include parts not covered by the polaron.

The presence of a negative polaron apparently shortens the
effective length of the neutral portion by ∼3.4−4.0 repeat units,
providing another estimate for the length of the polaron. Figure
10 gives a useful pictorial description but is probably
oversimplified. The figure could be taken to suggest a sharp
interface between the polaronic and neutral portions of the
oligomeric chain, while some interpenetration of wave
functions may be likely. A polaron immediately adjacent to a
neutral segment, and possibly interpenetrating with it, may alter
the properties of that segment. A theory describing absorption
of neutrals adjacent to polarons might clarify the picture, but
we are not aware of availability of such a theory.
The spectra of dianions of longer oligomers in Figure 4 also

contain what appear to be VN bands that show these
characteristics: (1) The VN neutral region bands in dianions
are smaller and appear at higher energies than the VN bands of
anions. (2) They generally become more intense for longer
oligomers. (3) Most appear to have at least two poorly resolved
peaks. Neither of these is at the energy of the neutral, but one is
at or close to the energy of the VN band of the anion. While the
natures of these bands are not clear, their double-peaked
spectra in the neutral region may be due to a VN band of the
dianion, and a lower-energy VN band of anions formed by
disproportionation. The two have approximately equal
intensities at m = 2.0 electrons/molecule because most of the
molecules are present as dianions, but the VN bands of the
anions have much larger extinction coefficients. Figure S6 [SI]
displays spectra of three dianions corrected for VN bands of
anions to estimate the VN bands of the dianions. The fact that
the VN bands of dianions are weaker (smaller extinction
coefficients) and occur at higher energies than those in anions
is consistent with the idea that the dianions contain two
polarons, but there are quantitative differences noted with
Figure S6 [SI]. It could also be consistent with the idea that the
dianions contain bipolarons if the length of a bipolaron is
substantially longer than the length of a polaron.

Disproportionation and Vestigal Neutral Bands. Both
cause neutral-like bands to appear in spectra of anions, but they
arise in different ways and behave differently. Figure S7 in SI
shows an example of this contrasting behavior in the titration of
F5. Disproportionation produces completely neutral F5
molecules, even when there is 1.0 e− per F5, so that it gives a
peak exactly at Emax of the neutral. The vestigial neutral band
appears at a distinctly shorter wavelength. And as seen in Figure
S7 [SI] the VN band rises, reaches maximum and decreases in
exact proportion to anions; it and the anion bands decrease
almost linearly with added electrons from m = 1.0 to m = 2.0
e−/molecule. The neutral bands from disproportionation
decrease more rapidly as electrons are added, falling by more
than a factor of 2 from m = 1.0 to m = 1.2, as expected for Kdisp
= 9 × 10−3. Over this range the VN band decreases only by
20%.

Bipolarons vs Side-By-Side Polarons. It was noted above
(see Figure S1 [SI]) that dianions of F2 and F3 conform to the
classic description23 of bipolaron behavior: instead of the strong
P1 and P2 bands of polarons, F2

−2 and F3
−2 dianions each

possess a single strong band between the P1 and P2 bands of the
anions, with an additional weak band at higher energy. Dianions
of long oligomers are different. Figure 12 compares spectra
from Figure 4 for F10

−2 with the anions F5
−• and F10

−•. This
comparison makes it clear that strong P1 and P2 bands of anions
F5

−• and F10
−• are very similar. In the P1 and P2 region the

spectrum of F10
−2 is also similar, but twice as intense. Figure 12

Figure 11. (a) Energies of absorption maxima, Emax, and (b) extinction
coefficients, εmax, for Fn neutrals and vestigial neutral (VN) bands in
anions, Fn

−•, plotted vs oligomer length, n. The dashed lines are the
curves for VN bands shifted by Δn = −4.0 (for Emax) and Δn = −3.4 ±
0.3 repeat units (for εmax).
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clearly supports the idea that F10
−2 is two polarons nearly

identical to the single polaron in F10
−• It is also notable that the

VN band of F10
−• is larger than its P1 and P2 bands, the VN

band of F10
−2 is smaller, and that of F5

−• is still smaller. These
observations are in complete accord with the conclusion that
F10

−2 contains two side-by-side polarons, doubling the
intensities of both the P1 and P2 bands, while occupying
most of the chain to give a weak VN band. Figure 12 also shows
that the P1 band of F5

−• is sharper than the P1 bands in the F10
ions. This broadening is the subject of the next section.
With increasing oligomer length the evolution from

bipolaron in F4
−2 to two side-by-side polarons in F6

−2 is
evident. The criterion that bipolarons would have single
transitions suggests that F4

−2 is principally a bipolaron, F6
−2

is principally a pair of polarons, and F5
−2 is intermediate. The

gradual evolution, rather than an abrupt change, is consistent
with a picture in which bipolaronic and two-polaron
configurations are mixed with a decreasing bipolaron fraction
in F4

−2−F6−2. The fact that no dianion exhibits a spectrum that
is the sum of a two-band (polarons) and single-band
(bipolarons) also reflects this gradual evolution, passing
through states of mixed character. Such a gradual evolution is
required by computed orbitals (Figure 8) and the evolution of
⟨S2⟩, but the computed results suggest that the evolution from
bipolarons to two polarons occurs closer to F3

−2, possibly due
to the absence of counterions.
Broadening of Spectra in Long Oligomers. Optical

spectra of anions from naphthalene through pentacene display
progressively sharper bands as the length of the molecule
increases.62 This may be because delocalized ions of large
molecules interact less strongly with their environment as
expressed in the Born equation63 for solvation. For the present
data, shown in Figure 4, bands of F3

−• are sharper than those of
F2

−•, but then the trend reverses. The P1 bands of F10
−• and all

long oligomers are broader than those of F5
−•. The contrast

with the well-resolved spectrum of F3
−• is even greater, as seen

in Figure 5. The transition from sharp to broadened spectra
occurs at the 4.5 ± 0.5 unit delocalization length of the polaron,
suggesting the following conclusion: Polarons confined by the
length of the oligomers yield sharp spectra, while spectra for
unconfined polarons in long oligomers or polymers are
broadened.
Unconfined polarons, those residing in oligomers longer than

the polaron length, may not have a single length. Instead
thermal energy can cause fluctuations of dihedral angles.
Smaller dihedral angles can lengthen the polaron as depicted in
Figure 10 d, so its length, and therefore the energy of its

transitions, may fluctuate, producing broadening. Unconfined
polarons are therefore dynamic objects with fluctuating lengths.
To check this proposal uωB97XD optimized structures for
F3

−•, having a confined polaron, and F10
−•, having an

unconfined polaron, were “flattened”: all dihedral angles were
set to zero. TD calculations (uωB97XD/3-21 g) on the
flattened structures gave P1 transition energies that were almost
unchanged (+3%) for F3

−•, but decreased by 32% for F10
−•.

These computed results confirm the idea that dihedral angles
regulate the energy of the P1 transition in long, but not in short
oligomers, supporting this mechanism of spectral broadening in
anions of long oligomers.

■ SYNOPSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Absorption spectra of anions and dianions of F1−F10
oligofluorenes were produced using Na, NaBip, and NaK.
Accurate reduction potentials were obtained from equilibria.
Optical spectra of the singly reduced oligomers exhibit the
following behavior: (1) They contain the NIR P1 bands and
visible P2 bands typical of polarons. (2) The P1 bands, and to a
lesser extent the P2 bands, shifted to lower energy with
increasing oligomer length, n, but leveled out for n > 5,
suggesting a polaron length of ≲5. (3) The dependence of the
transition energy, E(P1) was reproduced well by TD-DFT
calculations using long-range-corrected functionals but not with
traditional functionals such as B3LYP. The long-range-
corrected functionals also compute orbitals that accommodate
the added electron (SOMOs) having lengths of ∼4 repeat
units. (4) For n > 5 the bands became broader, which can be
explained by fluctuations in the length of the polarons. (5)
Addition of the electron removed the strong absorption band of
F2 and F3 neutrals, but for n ≥ 4 vestigial neutral (VN) bands
remained. Emax for the VN band of F10

−• was slightly blue-
shifted relative to the band of F10 neutral. This blue-shift
became larger for shorter oligomers. Sometimes at 1.0
electron/molecule two bands were resolvable in the neutral
region: shifted VN bands of Fn

−• and unshifted bands from
disproportionation. Positions, Emax, of the VN bands of Fn

−• are
similar to those of Fn that are 4.0 units shorter. With the
assumption that negative polarons and neutrals occupy strictly
separate regions, VN bands estimate the length of the polaron
to be 4.0 repeat units. Taking into account anion transition
energies, broadening of anion bands, VN bands in anions, and
behaviors of dianions lead to ndeloc = 4.3 ± 0.5. Excitons in
neutral Fn oligomers similarly appear to be polarons having
lengths of 5 ± 1 repeat units.
Dianions, Fn

−2, show classic bipolaron spectra with a single
band for F2

−2 and F3
−2, but conform to the picture of two side-

by-side polarons for n ≳ 7. At intermediate lengths the dianions
gradually shift between these two paradigms. VN bands are
present in spectra of Fn

−2 for n ≳ 7, but they are much less
intense and more blue-shifted than those of the corresponding
anions. DFT computations with long-range-corrected func-
tionals are compatible with the experiments. In long oligomers
(n ≳ 4) the computations find the two added electrons to
occupy two separate, side-by-side orbitals, and unrestricted
singlet Kohn−Sham calculations give ⟨S2⟩ near 1.0. For short
oligomers the two added electrons occupy nearly identical
spatial orbitals and ⟨S2⟩ ∼ 0. The computations also suggest a
gradual shift from bipolarons to two polarons. While the
measures of ⟨S2⟩ and the spatial extents of the orbitals suggest
that the shift occurs at a shorter length than suggested by the
changes in the optical spectra, neither measure is precise. An

Figure 12. Comparison of the absorption spectra of F5 and F10 anions
and the F10 dianion. P1 at 0.5 eV, P2 at 2.2 eV, and VN at 3.2−3.8 eV.
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important conclusion is that both the experiments and
computations support the formation at mixed states at
intermediate lengths. These mixed states have character
intermediate between that of bipolarons and two-polarons.
These behaviors are consistent with the following picture: A

single charge is a polaron having a length of 4.3 ± 0.5 repeat
units (3.6 nm). Two charges in a single conjugated chain of
length ∼8 or more repeat units are more stable as two separate
polarons. In short chains the repulsion and compression of two
polarons is sufficiently large that a bipolaron is more stable. The
two states may blend at intermediate lengths. A subtlety
suggested by the VN bands is that two polarons in one chain
may occupy slightly less space (length) than the sum of lengths
of two completely separate polarons.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Synthesis of F1−F10 oligofluorenes by the method of

Klearner64 has been described.65 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purified
by distillation from Na/benzophenone. 1,4-Dicyanobenzene (DCNB)
and the 2.2.2 Cryptand (C222) were used as received from Aldrich.
Spectroscopy. Ultraviolet−visible−near-infrared (UV−vis−NIR)

absorption spectroscopy was performed at room temperature from
200 to 3200 nm on a Cary 5 spectrometer (Varian Instruments) using
1 mm path length dry quartz spectrophotometric cells. Extinction
coefficients for F1−F10 neutrals were calculated from the slopes of the
absorbance (A) versus concentration curves of calibration standards
using the Beer−Lambert Law, A = εcl. Extinction coefficients for each
anionic species were determined from the maximum absorbance for
the spectrum that corresponded to 100% of that species based upon
the starting concentration of neutral Fn. Fluorescence emission spectra
were obtained on a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluoromax 4 with 1 cm path
length dry quartz cells on F1−F10 samples with a 2 × 106 M
concentration in THF. The excitation wavelength was 265 nm for F1,
and 300 nm for F2−F10. Data were processed using IGOR Pro
(Wavemetrics).
Chemical Reductions with Sodium. A glass apparatus was

fabricated to run the sodium metal reduction reactions in timed
intervals under vacuum conditions.66 The apparatus has a dry quartz
spectrophotometric cell, a 10 mL round-bottom flask, a vacuum
attachment, and a side arm with constrictions to facilitate purification
of sodium by successive vacuum sublimations at 10−4 Torr with a
torch. Five milliliters of purified THF was distilled from sodium and
benzophenone into the round-bottom flask, and the apparatus was
rotated to transfer THF to the quartz cell containing solid Fn. Fn
concentrations were varied from 20 to 200 μM to obtain appropriately
scaled absorbances. Electrons were transferred to each Fn sample by
rotating the apparatus to contact the Fn solution with the sodium
mirror in timed intervals. Electron transfers were monitored by UV−
vis−NIR spectroscopy. Because this method could not accurately
determine the number of reducing equivalents added, two others were
employed. Use of two or three methods in some cases provided
additional certainty.
Chemical Reductions with Sodium Potassium Alloy and

Titrations with DCNB. Fn oligofluorenes were reacted with sodium
potassium (NaK) alloy under an inert argon atmosphere at room
temperature and transferred to a glass apparatus for titrations with
acceptors such as 1,4-dicyanobenzene (DCNB) to confirm the spectral
identity of each reduced species.
Chemical Reductions with Sodium Biphenyl. Titrations were

performed under an inert argon atmosphere in an apparatus fitted with
a syringe and round-bottom flask attached to a 1 mm path length dry
quartz optical cell. Commercial sodium biphenyl, ∼1 M in 1,2-
dimethoxyethane (GFS Chemicals), was diluted by a factor of 8 with
dimethoxyethane. Diluted sodium biphenyl was added by 100 μL
syringe to 5 mL of purified and dried tetrahydrofuran (THF) to
remove traces of residual water, as evidenced by the change from
colorless to light blue. Oligofluorenes were weighed and dissolved in 5
mL of the dry THF. Concentrations were 100−200 μM for F2−F5 and

30−100 μM for F6−F10. Solutions were titrated with sodium biphenyl
in 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 μL increments, and UV−vis−NIR spectra were
recorded after each addition. The biphenyl anion concentration was
calibrated for each experiment utilizing the known extinction
coefficients 40,000 (400 nm) and 12,500 (630 nm).67 The number
of reducing equivalents was not perfectly reproducible, probably due
to slow leaching of water from the glassware even though it was oven-
dried. Especially from the longer oligomers this made the
determination of electrons added per molecule uncertain by as
much as 0.3 equiv in some cases. Measurements of molar extinction
coefficients at LEAF enabled a calibration accurate to 0.07 equiv. For
short oligomers (n = 2−4) the spectra for addition of 1, 2, and 3
electrons were distinct, making the points at which n = 1.0 or 2.0 equiv
unambiguous, even if the equivalents added were uncertain. For these,
accurate extinction coefficients could be determined directly from the
titrations.

Pulse Radiolysis. Experiments to determine the extinction
coefficients of the F3−F10 anions were performed at the Laser-
Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory.68 Solutions were prepared in 1.2 mL of THF at the
concentrations of 100−200 μM both without and with addition of
tetrabutylammoniumhexylfluorophosphate. Pulse radiolysis with <50
ps electron pulses was performed as described previously.36,59

Biphenyl and benzophenone (300 μM in 1.2 mL THF) were used
as reference samples with known extinction coefficients.67,69

Computations. were carried out with Gaussian0370 and
Gaussian0971 and Q-Chem72 programs using different exchange-
correlation approximations in density functional theory (DFT). All
hexyl groups are replaced by H atoms. For each system, be it neutral or
charged, the geometry is fully optimized without symmetry
constraints. Linear response time-dependent (TDDFT) calculations
are then performed for low-lying excited states. Calculations in vacuum
with ωPBE54 were done with Q-Chem,73 and those with the PCM
solvation model74−76 were done in Gaussian09,71 while those of
ωB97X-D50 were done with Gaussian03. Most calculations used the 6-
31G* basis set and the PCM solvation model.74−76 All calculations on
anions and dianions were unrestricted.
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